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Bill of Wrongs 
							Sign the Petition to oppose the Transgender 'Bill of Wrongs' 
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DUMP DISNEY 
							Sign the Petition to Robert Iger, Disney CEO
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		Call To Action





BILL OF 'WRONGS'
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I am writing to demand that you oppose H.Res 269 and S.Res 144 respectively. These Congressional actions, sponsored by homosexual and transgender lobby groups, represent sweeping legislation calling on the federal government to make profoundly damaging changes in numerous areas of federal law.














SIGN THE PETITION NOW!




	
		
			2824
 Pledges



		

	




DUMP DISNEY
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I am writing to let you know that I am joining hundreds of thousands across the globe in boycotting ALL Disney products until Disney stops its campaign against the Florida law protecting children in our schools and decides to stay out of the culture war.


SIGN THE PETITION NOW!




	
		
			35228
 Pledges



		

	




BUST BURGER KING
[image: ]

I am deeply offended by Burger King’s decision to support the radically anti-Christian “Human Rights Campaign” (HRC) and the Equality Act, which is a direct attack on people of faith, all while attacking a value-oriented company like Chick-fil-A.


SIGN THE PETITION NOW!




	
		
			5118
 Pledges



		

	







Leadership
The National Organization for Marriage (NOM) is a nonprofit organization with a mission to protect marriage and the faith communities that sustain it.
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Disney Creators’ LGBT Agenda – IN THEIR OWN WORDS






	
		
			
			

		

	













Take Action


TAKE ACTION




	
		
			Our successes are due to the truth of our message and the passion and sacrifice of our supporters. Please share your time, energy, ideas and treasure to help rebuild a positive marriage culture now and for generations to come. Marriage is too important to abandon!


		

	




DONATE









Latest marriage news
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                            Survey reveals slight decrease in US public support for same-sex marriage for first time in a decade
                          


                          
                            
                              14 Mar
                            

                            
                              by
                              IFN English
                            
                          


                          
                            
Public support for same-sex marriage in the United States has declined slightly for the first time in almost a decade, according to a new survey by the Public Religion Research Institute.
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                            Virginia Governor Glenn Youngkin dooms his career by signing same-sex marriage bill
                          


                          
                            
                              12 Mar
                            

                            
                              by
                              IFN English
                            
                          


                          
                            
Virginia Governor Glenn Youngkin, a Republican who campaigned as a born-again Christian, has sparked surprise and controversy with the signing of a same-sex marriage bill that is a treacherous contradiction of conservative values.
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                            Greek lawmakers to vote on same-sex marriage legalization amid Orthodox Church opposition
                          


                          
                            
                              14 Feb
                            

                            
                              by
                              IFN English
                            
                          


                          
                            
Greek lawmakers are slated to vote on the legalization of same-sex marriage on Thursday, despite significant opposition from the Orthodox Church.
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